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To obtain a position with long-term career opportunity which utilizes my current 
skills and knowledge, and allows me to continue to grow and learn. Eager to learn 
new and innovative ways to improve job performance.

SEPTEMBER 2010 – OCTOBER 2011
BULK ORDER FILLER - ABC CORPORATION

 Filled orders for satellite stores and our main store.
 Interacted with customers in solving their concerns and maintained customer 

satisfaction.
 Achieved ultimate teamwork in getting our orders filled within a specific 

timeframe.
 Kept the store manager informed of certain products that were to come into 

demand.
 Used Precise accuracy in weighing, measuring, numbers, pricing.
 Involved in telephone calls relating to products and achieving customer 

satisfaction in that regard.
 Maintained store shelves and participating in food fairs to promote our products.

2014 – 2015
BULK ORDER FILLER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for picking large amounts of vaccines from the cooler, and then 
packing them with ice and water. Responsible for truck receiving records for JIT 
and bulk order filling.

 Left on own accord with a perfect quality control record.
 Reviewed orders for completeness according to reporting procedures and 

forward incomplete orders for further processing.
 Lifted boxes, and labeled them consistently.
 Attend meetings, and fulfill any types of tests required.
 Helped others with orders after finishing.
 ${job_description27}

EDUCATION

still working on it in outpatient coding and billing specialist - 2012(ivy tech and 
NTC - South Bend, IN)
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SKILLS

Stacking And Shipping Out Products, Trimming Pvc.
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